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Abstract
Shamsur  Rehman Farooqi's  novel  "Kai  Chand  They

SareAasman" is ranked as one of the seminal works of

the first  decade of the twenty first century. In this work,

Farooqi  has  in  the wake of countours of  IndoIslamic

civilization has brought out the colonial oppression of the

British through some very living and thriving characters.

The researcher has through analytical lens brought out 

the  exquisite way  Farooqi  has crafted  the  English

characters of his novel.
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"The pros and cons of ColonialismImperialism is bit like

debating the pros and cons of rape."(1)
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1. Colonialism,www.wikipedia.com, P.1 of 3

         
   

  
   

      
  

      
  

  
   
  
   
   
   
   






